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Abstract

In vivo computing is rapidly evolving how science today is understood and engineered to create
smarter agents, capable of co-existing in the complex and dynamic environments of biological
systems. Here, we discuss the various breakthroughs in DNA nanotechnology and limitations of
current in vivo methods where DNA nanodevices are used for drug delivery. We propose alternative
approaches for in vivo agents, which avoid the limitations of unwanted immune responses or unclear
location of nanodevices. We discuss the revolutionary CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing technique and
how this could be used in conjunction with implementing molecular learning with mammalian cells
and model organisms.
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Figure 1. Molecular learning starting from random DNA sequences transfected into cells, selection of specific genes
with disease-related gRNA sequences (insertion of DNA at these sites), addition of independent cell culture with
new set of random DNA transfected into them, second round of selection and so forth to finally produce a culture
of cells with inserts in between all disease-related genes.
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Figure 2. Transfection of desired DNA sequence into
cells can induce targeted protein expression
clinical trials still not underway? Although these drug
delivery

techniques have been implemented in vitro, and

in organisms with the benefit of low systemic nuclease
activity and volumes such as C. elegans and cockroaches,
the immense complexity and obstacles associated with the
human body, biological barriers and the immune system
response cannot be represented through existing studies.
Several issues with molecular, cellular and organism level
pathways responding to the immunogenic DNA is a critical
part of investigating into in vivo applications [11]. There is
now one report of reduced tumor growth in mice from
administering DNA tetrahedrons, where the DNA structures
were found to accumulate in the liver, and kidneys as well
[12]. There is no study into the effects of foreign DNA
nanorobots to other highly correlated factors such as cell
apoptosis which raises many questions about the safety of
such nanostructures for clinical trials.
Here, we introduce alternative methods to specifically
target diseased cells and induce preventative or therapeutic

Figure 3 CRISPR-Cas9 system used to cleave and

strategies from within the cell, avoiding the issues related

insert a desired DNA sequence (green) at specifically

to inserting nanostructures into organisms. Although these

the site in the original DNA (targed DNA sequence)

ideas require future work to fully implement experimentally,

using the sequenced guide RNA (gRNA)
subcultures. Cells should be incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO2

the purpose of this paper is to propose a new experimental
paradigm, where in vivo intelligent agents could be realized

and subcultured every 48 hours. Transfection of DNA into

through the use of the new frontier of genome engineering,

cells is a relatively simple procedure for inserting DNA to be

CRISPR Cas-9 together with concepts of molecular learning.

expressed into eukaryotic cells. We will use a form of

Figure 1 shows a simple overview of this.

chemical transfection using Lipofectamine [14]. DNA is
transfected into cells by this agent, which envelopes the
DNA of interest into a liposome which then merges with the

2. Methods and Design
Cell culture and transfection protocols typically used with

cell membrane of the cell, allowing the uptake of the

mammalian cell lines will be used. Human embryonic kidney

liposomal contents (Figure 2).

cells 293 (HEK 293) are commonly used in cell biology for

CRISPR-Cas9 system is the new era of genome editing

healthy growth in culture and propensity for transfection

technology. It has transformed genetic engineering, the

[13]. Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) and fetal

next big break since polymerase chain reaction (PCR),

bovine serum (FBS) containing cell culture media is used,

whole-genome

Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) for washing

CRISPR-Cas9 offers a faster, cheaper and highly precise

cells and 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA for detaching cells for

technique of editing DNA. CRISPR is short for clustered

sequencing

and

cloning

came

about.

regularly interspaced palindromic repeats and contains the
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molecular scissors, the nuclease, to cut the DNA. Protein

pave

the

way

Cas9 is associated with the guide RNA (gRNA) provided to
the system, to cut precisely where the gRNA binds with
perfect complementarity to the DNA inside the cell. When
and only when the gRNA binds to the target DNA, the DNA
separates allowing for the ribonucleoprotein complex to
cleave and inactivate this gene [15]. The modification
technique of inserting a DNA at this very site will be used to
inactive and add a DNA sequence of our interest (Figure 3).
Molecular learning is intertwined with these molecular
biology techniques to design an in vivo intelligent agent
which selects for specific disease-related genes with CRISPR
Cas-9 and adds in a specific gene of our choice in that place.

Figure 4. Maze assay for C. elegans allowing decision

First, random DNA sequences of varying lengths are

making behavior to be observed.

transfected into the cells. Next, disease-related genes are
cleaved according to the type of gRNA we design. For

to revolutionize the applications for in vivo intelligent

example, targeting the γ-secretase gene may be beneficial

agents to diagnose or treat human diseases.

for the reducing the well-known hallmark of Alzheimer’s
disease, the amyloid-β (Aβ) plaque aggregation from
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